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A Single Candle Can Spread Light

From the Editor

ernments and industries are
As we begin our 20th
not doing enough to curb the
year, Skipping Stones was
impact of human activities on
honored with the 2007
this accelerating greenhouse
N.A.M.E. Children's
effect, which is responsible for
Publication Award. This
increased Global Warming.
national award 'Jor outstanding contribution to the field of
As future world citizens, we
multicultural education was
must ask our government and
presented to us during the
industrial leaders to act now,
17th Annual Conference of
'---=:::::::;~;';::;;; _ and to do everything they can,
the National Association for L -'-'-==--:'---=~_=-=::::c__=-:.::_..J and then some, to lower energy
Multicultural Education. The
production and consumption.
awards ceremony was held in a very multicultural
This will surely mean business not as usual.
setting at the African-American History Museum
• We must drastically reduce inefficiencies in
in Baltimore, Maryland on 3 November 2007.
our industrial, commercial, transportation, agriculAs we work on this issue, a succession of sevtural, public and residential sectors.
eral winter storms with gusty winds are passing
• We must make public transport more available
through the Northwest. Yesterday, our electricity
was out for many hours due to downed trees on in our cities while we discourage automobile use.
power lines. But when we lit a candle, it made a Walking, bicycling, mass transit systems and carhuge difference in the otherwise dark home. We pooling could be safe, reliable, inexpensive and easy.
• Nuclear power is not the answer to global
used it to light more candles. I thought of a poem
from childhood (in my mother tongue) Marathi} that warming because it does not make the consumer
begins like this: "This one little earthen lamp of of energy a responsible user, or aware of its impact
on nature. The safety, waste-disposal and ethical
yours can light countless lamps..."
This morning, I bicycled to work in heavy issues associated with nuclear plants still remain.
J!

rains and gusty winds, past countless puddles, rainsoaked leaves and garbage cans strewn on their
sides every which way. I didn't at all wish that I
was in a car. I actually enjoyed my road adventure.
As kids, we loved jumping in rain puddles!
Recently, I read that Hurricanes Rita and
Katrina damaged some 300 million trees in the
U.S. Gulf States alone. That will result in increased
greenhouse gases in the air as the trees decompose
(and they won't fix carbon from the air as living
trees do during their growth with photosynthesis).
We depend on electricity for computers, appliances, heat and much more. We're sure to encounter many storm-related power outages. Global
Warming will likely increase the frequency and
intensity of weather systems.
While oceans are warming up faster, we are
putting in even more CO 2 in the air. Our govJan. - Feb. 2008

Our governments have not done all they can to
encourage energy efficiency or to get international
agreements that will slow down global warming.
Many proposed "solutions" will not work because
they do not get to the roots of the problem or
because they reward the rich and starve the poor.
We need equitable solutions. We hope the Dec.
2008 Bali, Indonesia, discussions will yield an international global agreement to reduce emissions.
Our Spring issue traditionally features nature
awareness, conservation and ecological stewardship.
I invite you to share your thoughts-articles, stories
and poems-for inclusion in the upcoming issue.
You might also send us copies of your letters to newspapers, congressional representatives and industrial leaders.
Be sure to enter your best creations in our 20th
Anniversary Contest (page 6) by June 20th.
Best Wishes for 2008!
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Editt€>r's Mailbag!
I

am honoured that you read my poem at the
2007 NAME Award Ceremony and thank you for
doing so. Your magazine is a wonderful opportunity as
both an output for creativity and an input to discover
the talent of youth, around the world. I would love to
be involved with this magazine through my various
writings in the future. Congratulations to the magazine
for winning the NAME Award.
-Iarini Chandak, 14, Canada.

I

especially liked the cover illustration of the last
issue (Vol. 19, no. 5) very much because it showed a
symbol of all different religions intertwined into one
exquisite masterpiece. The symbolism of peaceful coexistence was very inspirational.
I enjoyed the color of the front and back covers in
particular. It would be nice to have a few more illustrations in color. I would also like to see more articles
on life-experiences of young people from around the
world, maybe on their education, lessons, time spent in
class, extra-curricular activities, to compare and contrast... such as in South Korea, where more than 30% of
young people are addicted to internet.
-Haluk Akay, 13, homeschooler, Pennsylvania.

SELCO is proud to support your program that
provides students in Lane County public schools with
multicultural magazines in an effort to promote diversity and nature appreciation.
-Jan Burch, director of Community Involvement,
SELCO Community Credit Union, Oregon.

?here is nothing like turning the pages of Skipping
Stones to make me feel the reality of planetary citizenship. For twenty years your unique forum has provided
a superb, globe-spanning hospitality, accommodating,
with disarming and often breathtaking honesty, the
first-hand experience of the world's children in all its
heights, depths and breadth. As an adult reader, I am
moved by the art and literature of young creators, who
in different moments are frankly exulting, earnestly
inquiring, confiding their sorrows, sharing important
life lessons, and struck with wonder. I especially marvel how Skipping Stones maintains its buoyantly positive spirit-both playful and purposeful-while also
attending the difficult aspects of children's experiences,
Page 4

including their poignant encounters with death, divorce,
displacement, poverty and prejudice. Here I find the
personal dimension of international news and history,
rejoining me to a common humanity that bridges cultural and political differences.
My heartiest thanks and congratulations.
-K. Pavani Nagaarjuna, Oregon.

Congratulations to Skipping Stones from
MultiCultural Review for 20 years of promoting multicultural children's experiences!
Since 1988, you have given young people from
across the globe a space to tell their own stories through
poetry, prose and art. They share this space with adult
authors and artists, creating a beautiful multicultural and
intergenerational mosaic. This is one of the rare magazines for young people that invites its readers to join in
as contributors and as critics-not only generating the
. content but also evaluating print and non-print materials. In this way, Skipping Stones is not only a product, but
also a process, one that hones young readers' abilities to
think critically about the things they read, listen to and
watch.
In MultiCultural Review's mission to promote a better understanding of ethnic, racial, religious and cultural
diversity, and in my own writing on multicultural and
environmental issues, I have found a kindred spirit in
Skipping Stones. Thank you, Arun and your staff, for
twenty wonderful years. It hasn't always been easy-and
the challenges we face today are as difficult as ever-but
you have given us a wonderful resource and model for
going forward into the next twenty years!
-Lynn Miller Lachman, author and editor, New York.
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FAST FOOD?
"May I take your order,
please?" is the all familiar sound
of the fast food drive-thru. "And
would you like to super-size those
highly saturated, artery clogging,
cholesterol increasing french fries? They'll go great
with our signature double quarter pounder."
Keep eating like this, instead of eating at home,
where mom's cooking is generally healthier for
you, and you'll end up on medicatIOns and have
one foot in the grave. The fats in fast food clog
your arteries and contribute to weight gain. This
unfortunate trend is affecting people of all ages
who don't seem to care if foods are healthy or not
and just that they're convenient.

In addition to being bad for your health, eating
fast foods can take away from family time. When
you eat at home the family has the opportunity
to sit down together and share their day. This is a

What's

~n Y~ur

Mind?

special time that is necessary in taking away from
the drudgery of work and school. The convenience
of fast food has taken away from the family dinner.
This trend has gotten worse over the past thirty
years and today it is rare to find families eating
together more than twice a week.
All of the above are solid reasons for preferring home-cooking to the drive-thru window. But,
look around you and you will see the effects of our
modern, fast food frenzy. We have become overweight and disconnected from our families.
I admit that while I do enjoy a dripping, oozing
Big Mac from time to time, I know that this food
will eventually harm me. I want to stay healthy,
strong and active, even when I am older. I know
that if I am going to live a long life and maintain a
healthy weight, I need to use good judgement and
common sense. Fast food tastes good but it is still
...1..
no matc h i:lor my mom's k
cooing. '.'
-Carrison Hager, grade 6, Florida.

Guardian Ang-er
Have you ever had a guardian angel? That
is what I feel my grandmother became when she died.
I feel as if she is always with me and looking after me.
She is my guardian angel.
When my grandma died my world was shattered.
I had been very close to her and she was an important
part of my life.
She chose to die peacefully at home with my
grandpa, instead of at a hospital. Though it was impossible, I know she didn't want us to grieve over her. I
loved her stories and the lessons that she taught me and
my cousins. We always looked forward to going to her
house to see her and get cookies from her cookie jar.
I will never be able to replace that feeling of walking
into her house, smelling dinner cooking and feeling the
warm presence of her and my grandpa.

always happy,
joyous and kind.
She taught me
always to be
thankful for
everything
.. w ~
that I have and
never to be greedy or jealous. She told me never to
give up or think twice about what I want from life.
Because of this I try my hardest and strive for my goals.
My grandmother will always be in my heart and
I will love her with all of my heart. I will never forget
what she taught me and I will continue telling the
story of how my life changed when she died. I love
...1..
you gran d rna. '.'
-Megan Hawbaker, gr. 8, Penn. Art: Paula Gregovich.

She taught me to live life to the fullest and always
stop to enjoy the nature around you. Her yard was
always full of plants and flowers of all different kinds.
When she was not in the kitchen cooking, she was
outside gardening. She was the kind of person that was
Jan. - Feb. 2008
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* What's on YOUR mind? *
Let us know at
editor@skippingstones.org!
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Be the Change You Want to See!
SI\ipping Stones is Turning 10!

As citizens of the world we go through finding
faults with many things. We pick holes in this. We criticize that. We bemoan the lack of standards in public life.
We wring our hands at the daily never ending corruption we encounter and the inefficiency that all of us
have to deal with.

Twenty is a charm! To celebrate our 20th
year, we'll honor 20 students for their multicultural or nature writing and artwork in our Vol.
20 issues. The students will also get a set of 20
back issues, an award certificate and complimen-

Can we reduce this habit of ours and look inwards?
How about asking ourselves how efficient we were that
day, how much work we accomplished? About how
often we are ourselves responsible for corruption? The
times we take a short-cut and do a job in a slip-shod
manner?

tary copy of the issue featuring their work!

Entry Rules: Include a cover letter, parental
permission, tel. no. and the mailing address with
entries. Send your best creations by 20 June 2008!

Art/Photos: 20 cm x 20 cm or 20" x 20"

Mahatma Gandhi once said, "Be the change you
wish to see in the world." In other words, make yourself
your own best ambassador for the things you believe in.

N onfiction/ Opinion: 20 sentences
Short Stories: 20 words or 20 sentences
Poems: 20 words or 20 lines.

Don't just sit and criticize, condemn and complain.
Don't only find faults with everyone else's work. Try
and see what you can do, too. As a person we have a
certain amount of power and influence. We also know
a certain number of people, and we meet them quite
regularly. We can try to influence these folks around us.

Send to Po. Box 3939, Eugene, OR 97403 USA
Or e-mail: editor@SkippingStones.org
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In this world of thinking big, think small. There's no
need to worry about the global food crisis. We can feed
the poor boy next door; pick up our own garbage and
reuse plastic bags. We can plant a few saplings in our
backyard; recycle in our household. Let's do what we
can, whoever we might be.

- Vikas Joshi, 19, India.
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If one person changes, the entire world changes.
If all of us change a little, the world will change a lot.
That's why we need to ask ourselves to change before
we ask the world to change.

We can improve the world! Let's take the first step.
"Be the change that we want to see in this world."

Editorial Staff:

Skipping Stones is an educational and charitable organization with a 501 (c)(3) tax-exempt status. Donations to Skipping
Stones are tax-deductible to the extent allowed by law. Please
support our free magazines, books and/or 50% discounts for
low-income schools, libraries and families with your donations.
Winner, the National Association for MultiCIIltural Education,
EdPress, Writer, NewsStand Resources, Parent's Choice and
EEAAwards.
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Early
What's A Vegan Diet?
A vegan diet consists of no animal products.
A vegan person does not eat meat, eggs, dairy, or
honey. There are many reasons why people become
vegan. Some feel that animals in the meat and dairy
industry aren't treated ethically. Others feel that
humans should not consume the milk produced for
baby cows. Many folks become vegan for the health
benefits it offers. Evidence does suggest that diets of
local, organic produce are healthier for us.
If you decide you want to try a vegan lifestyle,
it is important you get enough nutrients, either
from food or vitamin supplements. Nuts and whole
grains are a good way to replace meat protein. Soybased and other non-dairy products can also replace
milk, butter and cheese in your diet. The best way
to transition to a vegan diet is to do it in baby steps,
cutting out animal products one at a time.

10

Bed, Early 10 Rise!

We need sleep. Plenty of it! Some experts even
suggest that we get to bed early. Not only is it
refreshing, but it also helps us do better in school. A
new study shows that too little sleep may increase
the risk of childhood obesity.
The study published in the November issue of
the journal Pediatrics showed that students in the
third grade who got less than nine hours of sleep
at night were almost twice as likely to be obese
by the time they reached sixth grade as those who
slept 9-12 hours per night.
The reason for this lies in the hormones that
regulate appetite. Without enough sleep, these hormones go crazy and increase the feeling of hunger.
While getting more sleep every night cannot guarantee to prevent obesity, it can't hurt.

lOA, Tnu.c.h S.alt?
Trying to snack healthy? While sugar is the
obvious no-no when looking for a snack, new
studies show that Americans eat nearly two teaspoons of salt (sodium chloride) daily. That's more
than double the amount recommended.
Three-fourths of that sodium intake comes
from common processed foods like lunch meats,
chips and snack bars. High levels of sodium will
likely lead to high blood pressure and other health
issues later in life. Sodium rich foods are a serious
health risk to the public.

When we sleep, our bodies replenish themselves. During the day, our body's cells get damaged
from overuse, stress, ultraviolet rays, and pollution
in the air. The cells repair themselves while we
sleep. Tissues, such as skin, also use our sleeping
time to repair themselves.

Public health specialists are demanding that
the Food and Drug Administration require food
manufactures drastically reduce salt levels in their
products. The American Medical Association says
that reducing the sodium level by half in processed
and restaurant foods within ten years could reduce
150,000 deaths annually.

Too little sleep also affects our school performance. When we are sleepy, we find it harder to
pay attention. Yawning distracts us, and memory
formation takes place while we sleep. Students who
do not get enough sleep also miss more school
because of illness. The immune system, which
fights off infections, is weaker when we don't get
to rest enough.

So the next time you look for a snack or think
of how you'll prepare your next meal, consider
holding the salt or how you can cut down on the
processed (salt-rich) foods to stay healthy. >:<

It's important for us to get enough sleep. It has
many health benefits. So go to bed on time and
you will probably have a better day.

* Write to manufacturers to reduce salt in their processed foods.
Jan. - Feb. 2008
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-Erin Ruml, student intern, University if Oregon.
Illustration by Paula Gregovich, Eugene.
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Homeschooling Experiences
erts, but they do have ants that invade the camper.
The mountains are neat with all the pine trees, ferns
and moss. But finally, my favorite climate and culture,
is in Northern Maine. I love the culture with the loggers, potato farmers and the Canadian influence. The
climate is just great with the beautiful summers and
falls and the lovely cold, snowy winters!
But of course there are some bad things about
traveling and living this way. I guess the biggest is
probably that I don't have any permanent friends to
hang around with. I usually meet kids in the campgrounds, but either I leave or they leave. But we
always keep in touch bye-mail and letters. Some I
have even been writing for around 7 years. But that's
not the same as "hanging out."

I have lived full time in an RV (camper),
for many years, traveling with my parents all over the
U.S., my father's work continually took us all over the
country. I've always been homeschooled, and I just
finished the 10th grade.

My being homeschooled has always been more
than just learning from textbooks. When I was little, I
used to explore and learn about the plants and animal
life in ponds, woods, swamps and mountains. Every
new place we went to it was like, "What new plants
and bugs will we find here?" Then I'd research in
books and learn more about them.

Most of the time, traveling in an RV is fun and
exciting. Living and traveling this way makes it easy
to see different places, my "home" stays the same, but
my "backyard" continually changes. And I get to meet
and see different people and experience new cultures.
In the arid Southwest, I've learned about Hispanic
and Native American cultures, though I still haven't
learned to speak Spanish. It rarely rains here, but after
a while I do miss the rain. The deserts have lizards,
spiders, snakes and cactus, which is OK, but I prefer
bears, moose, deer and trees.

Recently, at the New Mexico State Parks we've
been going to, they have been having star gazing parties. So I have been learning the 48 ancient star constellations and their Greek myths and their locations
in the sky. It's been fun going to these parties.
There actually is an "RV Community" traveling
around as we do, mostly older people, retirees and
vacationers. I usually pick up "temporary grandmothers" along the way. And, over the years, they have
taught me to knit and crochet, beading and other
crafts. Sometimes Mom and I set up a table at craft
fairs. It's fun selling the crafts we've made. I also volunteer at the different activities in the parks. I have
set up chairs, carried things and volunteered in a park
clean-up with Army Corps of Engineers' lake shore
clean-up and received a T-shirt and a Barbecue lunch!
I even assisted an astronomer in her activity and
helped out at a bluegrass music festival at the park..

In the swamps and bayous and the Gulf Coast
of Louisiana area, there is a Cajun culture that has a
flair-flood-and music all of its own. I like the swamp
area, because it is so green and not dry like the des-

The 2008 Youth Honor Awards!
Culture & Diversity, Family & Society,
Nature & Environment, Dreams &
Visions, Youth Activism, Creative Conflict
Resolution, Peace & Justice
Send your creative entries by June 20 to:

Skipping Stones - Youth Awards
Po. Box 3939, Eugene, OR 97403 USA
editor@SkippingStones.org

,

I look forward to someday staying in a house permanently, but for now, I will continue to travel the
U.S. and see new places and meet new people and
experience new things. >:<

www.SkippingStones.org
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-Abbey Forbes, 15, homeschooler, New Mexico.
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HI Was Homeschooled!"
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"You used to be homeschooled?!?!" is what I

What school do you go to? Such a seemingly

usually hear when I tell friends about myself. People have
some pretty interesting ideas about homeschoolers: not
doing anything, no school if you just aren't in the mood
for it, waking up late, long breaks. This was never the case
with me, nor for most homeschooled kids I know.

innocent question can end a conversation so quickly when
met with the following response: I'm... homeschooled.

In some ways, homeschooling is more challenging!
The responsibility to learn is in your own hands and that
takes a lot of self discipline. Of course, my mother was
there to keep me in line, but there isn't that motivation
that public-schooled kids get from being in a building
where hundreds of other students are all doing the same
thing. It has its own kind of gravitational field that sucks
you in and it's just easier to go with the flow. When you
are homeschooled you have to create your own gravity,
even when the phone keeps interrupting it or visiting
guests expect you to skip school for the week because
they think your schedule is so flexible. To top it off, my
mother's choice of curriculum was classical, which is
heavy on history, lots of grammar and some pretty difficult literature. But don't get me wrong, public school
can be just as challenging with all the homework, projects, surprise pop quizzes and finals-things I didn't have
much of as a homeschooler.
As I grew older, I felt like I needed more of something. Being homeschooled from second grade up till
my freshman year, I felt a little isolated from the teenage
world, even though I had friends from dance and outside
classes I took. I wanted to experience the drama of high
school and meet friends that I would grow up with and
keep for a lifetime. The biggest advantage, according to
my mother, was that I would have the influence of many
different teachers who specialize in their subjects. So, in
my freshman year, I began to take some of my harder
classes at Homesource. Once I got my feet wet, the transition into public high school was easier for me.
I expected to feel intimidated and over-worked, but
these feelings never came. Homeschooling experience
benefits me at the public school. I was raised in a very
nurturing environment, allowing me the space to explore
my own interests and figure out for myself what I liked. I
have developed a strong sense of self, which helps me to
not be so influenced by others. I think I'm very fortunate
to have a bit of both worlds. I really love high school, and
I feel that homeschooling has prepared me to make the
best out of my high school years. >:~

How many awkward silences have I created with that
answer! Where does one go from there? Suddenly there
are no classmate references, no sport rivalries, no inside
jokes to revert to. How do you continue the conversation?
I'm a preschool dropout. From age 5 to 15, I was
homeschooled. I never had a recess, I never had a cool
lunch box... Or at least not a reason to use one.
I admit, just before my freshman year of high school,
I had a meltdown. I was tired of having a small group of
friends and no acquaintances. I wanted to branch out into
a new world; a world of freedom. I thought, if given the
opportunity, maybe I'd break out of my shy shell. I could
land in a group where I was suddenly 'normal.'
So, I took a high school class. I lasted one term. It
wasn't that I couldn't handle it; it wasn't that I hated class
or didn't fit in. I had finally realized how lucky I was.
What's better than having five friends that mean the world
to you? A small group of incredibly amazing individuals
who I can count on no matter what, who know every
incredibly minor detail about my life. It occurred to me
while walking anonymously through school halls that I
didn't care ifI had acquaintances who just knew my name;
I wanted the late-night thought provoking emotionally
charged discussions my friends could always create.
I decided to keep my friendships, pursue my advanced
education and drop the high school. I enrolled in the Lane
Community College in my would-be sophomore year
taking a couple classes. Immediately, I fell in love with the
instructors, the classes and the people.
Now I'm dually enrolled at the college and the university. I'm a full time student and working far too many
hours to pay for it. I'm constantly exhausted with permanent dark rings under my eyes, I fret over upcoming deadlines and dates. I'm younger than the bulk of my friends.
However, I love each and every bit of it.
Growing up as a homeschooler definitely has its ups
and downs. There were times when I wished I could've
participated in a regular public school environment. But
I've avoided a lot of things I'm glad I didn't have to go
through, and I've jumped into things that I'm incredibly
glad I did. Now it doesn't feel so awkward when I say: I
was homeschooled. >:<

-Kamala Baudichon, 16, Oregon.
Jan. - Feb. 2008
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-Nicole Perkins, 17, Oregon.
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*****

Leyla Akay is one oj our Twenty Is A Charm Contest wl11ners

A Day at Our House: My Journal
7:30 a.m.: Light poured in through our blinds,
causing me to rub my eyes sleepily. I was in the
house that our family built in Sinop, Turkey, where
we go to spend every summer. I rolled out of
bed and heard the call to prayer from the village
mosque.

9:00 a.m.: After our delightful breakfast of homemade hread and jam (made from our own fruitgiving trees such as plums, cherries, pear, and fig),
I started upstairs to begin my schoolwork. Because
today was Saturday, I didn't have to do my Kumon
Math, but I still had my Saxon Math 65, my violin practice of Suzuki Book 4, and history reading
about tales ofArabian Nights.

10:45 a.m.: We started out on the long winding
road through our village to visit the mill. There
were many frogs and lizards, and we saw some corn
being ground. I admired the mechanism-which
was powered by water turning a huge grindstone.

4:00 p.m.: This afternoon, I went out to pick
blackberries which grew in our yard. It was a
tedious job, as the berries grew on thorns, but I
managed to get a few ripe ones. I looked out and
saw some cows drinking at our next door neighbor, our great aunt Hanife Taze.

8:00 p.m.: After dinner, we had story hour in
which my mother read aloud a chapter of Artemis
Fowl. Then we tramped outside to view the stars.
The stars shown brightly because of the few lights,
and I could see some comets, a satellite, the Milky
Way and the Big Dipper. My mother said we were
looking back in time, and I found that to be quite
amazing! Later that evening, I asked my father if it
was possible to look into the future by looking into
the earth-he said that he didn't know and that
maybe he and I should study that together.

10:30 p.m.: Later that evening, I finished reading
Anil/lal Farlll and switched off my light. Another
summer day in
Turkey!

*****

Kurban Bayram: Feast of the Sacrifice
The Turkish holy festival of Klirban Bayram, the
three-day holiday celebrated by Muslims all over
the world, is a feast to honor the Prophet Abraham's
total devotion and submission to God. It is the second-most religious holiday in the Islamic calendar,
following the Seker Bayram, which celebrates the
end of the holy month of Ramazan. Kurban Bayram,
also called Eid-ul-Adha in Arabic, honors the story
of Abraham by a sacrifice of a domestic farm animal, such as a sheep or goat.
The Prophet Abraham, peace be upon him, is
revered by Christians, Muslims and Jews alike, and
is considered the "Father of Monotheism." He was
a remarkable holy man, who proved his devotion
to God by agreeing to sacrifice his son in answer
to God's request. However, before he could sacrifice his son, the Angel Gabriel told him that he had
already proved his fidelity by agreeing to sacrifice,
and he could instead sacrifice a ram.
Every year,'in honor of this holy event, Muslims
sacrifice an animal and divide it into three parts:
one for the family, one to be distributed among
neighbors and one for the poor. Because some
Islamic countries are still developing nations, this
holiday is sometimes the only time of the year
when poor people can afford to eat meat. This
holiday reinforces the important Islamic tradition
of giving alms to the poor.
Today, Turkish Muslims still celebrate Kurban
Bayram with a sacrifice; however, if someone is
unable to actually slaughter an animal, then they
can pay someone else to do it in their name.
Because the Islamic calendar follows the lunar
year, this holiday travels through the seasons, In the
year 2007 it is celebrated around December 20th,
nicely coinciding with the Christmas season. In
2008, it will start on December 10th.

Klirban Bayram is a revered holiday that Muslims
celebrate all over the world.
-Leyla Akay. 10, homeschooler, Pennsylvania.
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To My Father...

This End ofAll Things

You are the adventurous forests of
snowy Alaska.
You are the friendly spring time,
always there after winter.
You are a helpful atlas, forever ready to
lead the way.
A fun filled theme park waiting to
welcome us through the gates.

A life well-lived,
yet just begun,
cut short.
I'm not sad.
Not for him.
In heaven he can run.
He can walk.
He can laugh, and talk.
He can live again,
as the disease would never allow.

You are the patience of the beaches,
with their waves rolling in and out.
As easy as the gold coast,
As fun filled as the characters of
Walt Disney, always there to entertain.
You are the strong Eiffel tower in the
heart of Paris, the highlight of all the tours.
You are the coliseum of Rome,
with all the wisdom of a thousand years.
You are the colorful vibrant rainbow after
every storm.
Father, you are amazing.

But I am sad,
for his family.
To lose a father, so loved.
A husband, so cherished.
For his relatives.
To lose a brother, a son,
an uncle, so treasured.
For his friends.
To lose a mentor, so respected.
A companion, so appreciated.

-Vania Tim, 13, originally from Vietnam, New Zealand.

But perhaps they can take comfort
in the fact
that the piece they lost
was golden,
and cannot be forgotten.
And that one day
they shall meet him again,
and hug him again,
and this time,
he'll return the embrace.
-Jansina Grossman, 17, Norwegian German
American, Minnesota.
Jansina adds: "l wrote this poem
when Ifound out my Uncle Alan lost
his 10- year battle with Lou Gehrig~ Disease.
"l started college when I was 13. I was homeschooled and so allowed to go at my own

pace. Whm I took the college entrance exam at age 12 they said I was ready then, but I
waited a year. My first year of college I started working as a tutor for English. I will receive a
BA in English Literature and Writing this fall. I have had a monthly column called Jansina~
Journal for the past four years and have published several articles. My goal now that I have
graduated is to achieve my doctorate degree so I can teach at a university. I also hope to write
books for Christian teens. My relationships with others, especially with God and with my
family, are most important to me... I'm taking my final semester in Europe. ))
Jan. - Feb. 2008
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The Language

CULWRAL COllAGE

*********

There is one key to open the door to another language.
Practice. Practice. Practice.
...----------------------,
That is what my Chinese teachers
Just Before Teacher Enters
Taught me.
Not only do you need
To learn to speak,
But to write
The language.
Days,
Weeks,
Months,
Years.
Time and patience
Learn
The language.

Our class begins at 10:40 AM. By 10:30 every
student is already in the classroom. During those ten
minutes we do many things. Students who didn't finish their homework use those ten minutes to finish up.
Others will sit, reciting new words. Some of the boys
tease girls until they are angry. Still other students sing
very loudly. These ten minutes are very noisy.

It all started because
I was different.
Learning Chinese
Started years past.
Over two-thousand
Characters to learn
The language.

Teacher Kevin often pretends he didn't hear and he
may say, "What?"

One day,
I will go to China.
I cannot wait to
Chat with people
Who look like me.
I will not feel
Different.
When I am bilingual,
Doors will open
All because of
The language.
Looking back,
I am glad
My life changed
For the good.
Because of
The language.
-Eleanor Wright, 6th grade, Maryland.
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When the class bell rings, we stop. Usually our
classmate Noah sits at the door. He looks out and
when he sees Teacher coming, he stops looking out,
and we know Teacher is coming. When the teacher
stands outside the classroom, we shout, "Good morning, Teacher."

Then we shout: "Good morning!"
We do this again and again until he enters the
classroom. If we stop he may turn back and close our
classroom door. Now we will sing a song, such as
"Good Morning, Teacher," or "Brother John." When
Teacher pushes the door open and enters the classroom
then we stop shouting, "Good morning, Teacher."
When he tells us to sit, we begin our class. >:<
-Breanna, Tibetan student, People's Republic oj China.
Eleanor adds, "I am a 12 year old girl adopted

from Nanning, Guagxi Province, China. My
mom adopted me when I was seven months old.
I also have a younger sister, Abby, who is nine
and also adopted from China. Although I live
in an American culture, I enjoy Chinese music
and performing dances like the ribbon and fan
dances. Some of my hobbies are drawing, writing and listening to music. I also enjoy swimming, playing soccer, field hockey and tennis. Often I enjoy writing
poetry because they are like short, summarized stories. I like reading and writing stories about children who are also adopted from
China, because I can connect to the story and the characters. In
the future I hope to become an author and illustrator for my own
books. I am striving to be a better writer and maybe someday I will
possibly win a Newberry Honor Award!" >:<
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Ask Nana Jean about Hair
My name is Jean Golson Moule.
was born in South Carolina. I
moved to New York City with
my parents and went to school in
the Bronx when it was primarily Jewish. I was the only African
American child in my classroom.

If someone asks me, "How do
you cut your hair?," I am tempted
to say, "Scissors are good. How
do you cut yours?" But I might
simply answer: "At the barber
shop or the beauty salon."

When we moved to Los
Angeles, California, I went to very
multiethnicl multiracial schools
from second grade through high
school. I have three children and six grandchildren.
They all call me Nana. Here you see my four youngest grandchildren and my latest hairstyle. I now teach
teachers at Oregon State University.
Many African-American women with long, dark,
curlyIbraided hair get questions or comments like
these: How do you get your hair like that?, How do you get
your hair to do that cool twisty thing?, Can I try braiding it,
or twisting it?, or, Can I touch your hair?
Often, we tell them, "Sure! Can I touch yours?"

Some curious girls ask me:
HOllJ long does it take to do your
hair?, or, Do you do your hair braids
everyday?
The initial braiding of the
hair depends upon many variables, like the style of the
braids, the skill of the braider and the thickness of the
hair of the person receiving the service. Time investment ranges from two to ten hours for the braider to
complete the task. Also, braids generally require daily
maintenance.
If you ask questions like: VVhy do you flatten your
hair out sometimes?, Does that mean you don't think it's
beautiful when it's curly and energetic and woolly?, or, VVhy
do you change your hair so often?

My hair is huge, its kinky, messy and untamed. It's
very wild stuff. As a teacher, I am used to kids asking to
touch it. Random adults also tend to ask to touch my
hair. A fourth grade teacher told me, "I generally don't
mind. After having an entire class of fourth graders run
their hands through my hair, anything else goes!"With
people I don't know very well, it isn't comfortable, but
I say "Yes," However, for many people this would be
awkward at best, and offensive at worse. So say, "I like
your hair, may I touch it?" Be polite, don't assume, think,
"Would you like someone touching your hair, even
when they ask you nicely?"

I may say, "because I like change. Because I can.
Because it's fun." Some African American women
straighten their hair for the look, manageability, pressure to conform or personal preference. Many, many
others choose natural styles.

My hair grows this way. I wear it natural (I now
wear it in locks). Sometimes, other Black people compliment me and inquire about where my locktician is
located.Years ago, when I used to wear braids or twists,
I'd get a few comments now and again from nonBlack people. Would you share your beauty secrets!

Glossary

I wash my hair with water and shampoo, like most
people. But since I have locks, s6me kids and even
adults assume I don't wash my hair. When White people want to grow locks, they have to let the oils build
up in the hair so that it will lock. People with thinner
hair can't wash theirs often or the locks will come out.
Jan. - Feb. 2008

If you are seriously interested in African American
hair, I recommend: Hair Story: Untangling the Roots of
Black Hair in America (Byrd & Tharps, 2001). The book
covers topics ranging from the management of Black
hair in Africa during the 1400s, to the lack of choice
of hair management during the times of slavery, to the
choices of hair management in modern times.

Locked hair: Also called dreadlocks, locks or dreads.
They are matted ropes of hair which will form by
themselves if the hair is allowed to grow naturally
without the use of brushes, combs, razors or scissors
for a long period of time. Although the term dread
lock was originally associated with the Rastafarian
community, people of various cultures have worn and
continue to wear locks.
Locktician: Someone who specializes in the care of
hair that is locked, may include initial locking, maintenance, and styling.
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Poetry Pages
Dancing
Because I am a Girl?

I'm all alone and
My favorite songs come on
So I get up and
And anything else is gone!

Why mother and father
Did you not hear my cry of pain?
When you killed me
Did you not hear my wails
When you cut short my life?
Did you not see my tears?
When I was buried in the earth of my ancestors?
Furtively, when no one was looking
Little noticed
Why did you dash them?
Why didn't [you] allow me to be born?
What mistake had I committed
Was it only because I was a girl?

I put my hands up
Or spin around
Sometimes I do the worm
And get low on the ground.
I stick my arm out
And feel the flow,
As I move like there is a wave,
Starting from head down to my toes.
I really get into it,
Only to see
That my sister is at the door,
Looking, laughing at me.

-VikasJoshi, 19, India, adds: "This is a poem on the
issue ojJemaleJeticide. This abhorrent practice, prevalent
in India, involves aborting the Jetus oj the child when
the parents come to know that the Jetus is aJemale one.
I was deeply moved by reading reports oj this and have
written this poem dedicating it to the victims. }}

-Justin Williams, 8th grade, Pennsylvania.

Welcome
"
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A Lesson in Pride
He told me tales of old,
Whose heros were always brave and bold.
Speaking of others he told of himself.
Mind as sharp as that of an elf.
His finest treasure being pride,
The kind one never tries to hide.
Though since last meeting the years grow long,
His voice within me rings like a gong.
"Be proud of yourself and ancestors like me,
But be prouder still of who you will be."
-Anne Flaherty, 8th grade, Ohio.
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Let the children's laughs
Welcome you to the warm days
When the Sun is embracing
Us with humid kisses
That wrap around like a wool blanket
Or coffee's smell
That hugs in the dawn's light.
Watch the ocean serenade the
Children rushing to greet it.
The night lights up her firefly lanterns to
celebrate
With roses blooming
In the twilight sky.
Welcome.
-Emma V Ginader, grade 8, Pennsylvania, writes:
"I attend Greenwood Friends, a Quaker school. Our
school's values teach tolerance and respect Jor those who
are different than us, similar to the morals expressed in
Skipping Stones. I have been working with two local
writers to help me produce a chapbook ojpoetry. I wish
to become a journalist and an activist for environmental
issues, animal rights and gay rights. }}
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The Cycle

My Father is a Northward Wind

Peace is a word that is used too much,
It is said in speeches,
Where politicians talk about love and such,

My father is a northward
wind made of ice. He clothes
and protects me.

Love is a topic of pop songs,
It makes movie stars famous,
And sends them fans in throngs.

My father takes me to the sky
so I can feel the clouds and see
the moon and know the stars again.

Throngs of people with no cars,
To whom life is a game,
And the world is a fair.

Back in Rockford, the trees reach
for the heavens while Tree Women and
Well Women and Fauns dance with angels.

A fair is an organized chaos,
Where children come to play,
Where things are defined by loss or gains.

When we see our house, the loneliness
weighs in us and we sink down to earth
like a rock thrown in the sea.

Loss is a fact of life,
But with ever cloud is a silver lining,
It's about a risk and taking a dive.

My father is like an ice sculpture
in the desert, never melting,
always cold.

A dive is a jump into water,
To be free on this Earth,
To not take a command or an order.

-Sean Curley, 5th grade,
Michigan.

An order is a demand,
That someone gives you,
Its destroys freedom but can be as mea~ingless as sand.

"Irrigators guide the
water;fietchers straighten
the arrows; carpenters carve
the wood; wise people
shape themselves.

Sand is a substance as light as wind,
It lies in calm deserts,
And blows with no care.

JJ

(Dhammapada, 5-80)

Care is love - which is the key,
Love for all things,
Love is peace.
Peace is what our world needs.
And it all connects.

A Call to Causes

-7arini Chandak, 14, Indian Canadian, Canada.

Gaia
Her eternal voice
Falls through the air
Languid and sharp
As rain
And though we try
To block her out
Her song fills in
Our cracks

Everyone needs a cause
Everything should have a purpose
Without one, no one commits to anything
To life
To work
To the world
To themselves
Everyone needs a reason
But you can't buy one, like some people think
You have to work
You have to help the world in any way you can
And most important of all
You have to be yourself.

-Priyanka Sen, 13, Indian American, Massachusetts.
Jan. - Feb. 2008
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-Josh Kaib, 13, grade 7, Pennsylvania.
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fl12L6e hJLthout J-luman Values, a Bodl( hJLthout a Soul
In his famous play
"Hamlet," Shakespeare
glorifies human beings as
the "paragon of animals."
N ow this means that
humans are supposed to
be the ultimate model of
perfection among all animals. But we know there
are many animals that are
faster, stronger and more
powerful than us humans.
Then what is it that
makes us the "paragon of
animals?"
As human beings, we
have incredible potential to achieve anything
we want. Our capacity to
think and reason and our ability to shape and
transform our lives give us an edge over other animals on the lower rungs of the evolutionary ladder.
But for these innate qualities to be fully expressed
and realized, we need to acquire a sense of human
values.
Human values are the norms and behaviors that
lend meaning and purpose to our existence and
serve as guiding signposts on the path of life. They
help us bring balance and discipline to our lives.
A person without values is morally and spiritually
dead and his life is comparable to a body without a
soul, which is merely a rotting carcass left to waste
away into nothingness. The world cannot be a place
worth living if there are no values to be realized.
We all have a set of core values, not because
we belong to a particular religion or culture, but
because we're human. These human values form
the bedrock of all civilizations, cultures and religions. They influence and determine all the choices and decisions we make and the way we relate
to the rest of the world. Values like respect, love,
honesty, responsibility and service enable us to live
effectively in a society and can be acquired only
through interactions in a living society.
Page 16

The essence of all
human activities and relationships is defined by the
presence or absence of values. For instance, it is the
qualities of patriotism and
loyalty that distinguish a
true soldier from a mercenary and earn him the
respect of his countrymen.
Similarly, the great luminaries who shaped the course
of history are remembered
and admired for their contributions to mankind and
the values they stood for. A
shining example is Mother
Teresa, who brought about
a sea-change in the lives of
the underprivileged and spread the message of love
and service throughout the world.
Hence, values offer the possibility of a better
individual and social order, by leading individuals
away from despair and societies away from chaos.
Unfortunately, we are witnessing a gradual
erosion of values, which is wreaking havoc in the
society. As man's selfishness, greed, materialism and
killer instincts grow, the mutual trust and brotherhood among fellowmen diminish. Instability, restlessness and frustration have become the hallmark
of our lives. Social problems like crime, drug abuse,
corruption and juvenile delinquency are on the
rise. These days our world is being dominated by
oppression, alienation and conflict. The situation is
gnm.
Nevertheless, all is not lost and we still have
some vestiges of hope left. Armed with the determination to change our lives and our world for the
better, we should all strive to revive and realize the
noble human values. I hope that a day will come
when our posterity can say with pride that human
beings are truly the "paragon of animals!" >:~
-Anupreet Kaur, 18, past Youth Award Winner, India.
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Recently we received this deeply meaningful poem. Mary shares strong feelings in a few lines. This
poem deserves to be printed for many to read.
Each of us likely goes through periods of pain
and struggle. It is my experience that relief does
come. Moods change. Moments originate within
the person which bring joy. At other times, a friend
or a stranger expresses a thought or performs an act
which eases our inner pain.
I have witnessed helpful change coming from
different directions, such as:

* LOSING ONESELF
In music, poetry, story-above all, in one's own
imagination.

* ABSORBING NATURE
Relief comes from a bubbling brook, ocean
waves, mountains, sunsets and sunrises, the beauty of
a single flower or the company of an animal. Selfawareness can occur through one's love of nature.

I feel like no one is seeing who I really am
I want to cry and yell at the top of my lungs
I want to run away...

Maybe if I yell, someone will hear me
They'll see who I am
I feel as if I'm two inches tall
I see everyone, all having fun
Then I look in the mirror and see nothing
My mom is the person who sees me
She tells me it is okay
But I have no feeling

You can't hurt me anymore
I'm numb..
-Mary-Kate MacPhee

* HELPING SOMEONE
My big brother gave me the very best advice.
He was inspired by a song he heard on the radio,
with the following message: "If you feel helpless,
help someone!" I found that to be a great solution.
If there are dirty dishes in the sink, sing a tune and
go wash them. If a child is sad or lonely, get a piece
of paper out of the wastebasket and play tic-tac-toe
with the youngster. If the kitchen floor is a mess,
get a broom and sweep it up. Draw a picture, make
a card and give it to someone who is left out of the
fun and activity.

* FEELING CONNECTED
Interacting successfully is a common desire of
all people. No one can control the behavior of others. However, if we treat others with great kindness,
they are apt to extend themselves warmly toward us.
Let's not fear the future! I believe that if we use
some of these pathways, we shall not fail to taste
moments of satisfaction, contentment, even serenity
in life.

In Peace,
Send your questions or comments to:
Dear Hanna c/o Skipping Stones
P. O. Box 3939, Eugene, OR 97403
Jan. - Feb. 2008
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In a large
dusty trunk, in
my basement, I
found some old
paintings in a very
large scrapbook.
There were also
old photo albums,
letters and an old
family Bible with a
family tree. I came
across a painting
that looked like
my aunt Elizabeth,
but the paper was
old, yellowing and falling apart. The young woman was
wearing a white, old-fashioned dress with her hair in
a neat bun. It was a really good painting so I asked my
mom about it. By the time my mom had finished telling me about the painting, I knew she was going to tell
me much more than I bargained for. Her stories covered almost everything I found in the trunk.
My mother got carried away and told me all these
stories about her great-grandparents. Her great-grandmother was a remarkably good gardener who even
developed her own breeder irises. She also painted
astonishingly good pictures, some of which we still
have. The painting in the big scrapbook was actually a
self-portrait. Her husband was a lawyer and a historian.
He wrote a book called the History of Kentucky. He
traveled all over the world and collected many amazing
artifacts. In South America, he traded his pants for an
Native Indian set of spears. My mother's other greatgrandfather volunteered for the Civil War, but they
didn't accept him because he was too young and small.
Then he volunteered for the Spanish and American
War, but this time they didn't accept him because he
was too old and fat. His wife had nine children.
Her father delivered her last baby, my great grandfather, in 1897. He weighed 14 pounds and 15 ounces
at birth. The doctor was over 80 years old and had
been practicing medicine for almost 60 years, but he
had never seen a baby that big. My mom pulled out
the photo album and showed me a photo of my greatPage 18

grandfather. I couldn't believe how fat he was, and he
was wearing a dress!
"Why is he wearing a dress?" I asked.
"Back then even little boy babies wore dress until
they were two," my mom replied.
We sat around the trunk laughing. I never knew
that my great grandfather weighed 14 pounds and 15
ounces at birth. How could a baby be that fat? It was
entertaining to come across the trunk because I learned
a lot about my family's history. >:<
..

-Sarah Wombwell, 13, Kentucky.
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My Hero

Fighting, Winning and Everything in Between
Determined, tenacious, tough
These are the things my hero had to be
To live, you see
He could have left us, died
But he did not
Through it all, he chose to fight on
Not to fall
He had not one but two life-threatening battles
One in the form of a heart attack
The other as cancer of the esophagus
The first one, he escaped, but with major heart damage
He was lucky, but the storm had not yet passed
Later on, sick but still here
Chemotherapy did not work; it reappeared
He had two options, both of which were scary
He chose to have his esophagus removed
He survived; we were all touched and moved
Even though we might doubt it; he is recovered
I can't bowl a perfect 300,
But he did when he got better
I can't hit a good golf shot
But he won a partner-tournament soon after
My hero is a living miracle
In my mind, God has raised his hand up high
In grand fashion
Because, my hero, the winner of many fights
Is my grandfather.

Skipping Stones

-Nick Jones, 12, Pennsylvania.
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The Country I'm from, the Heritage I Have
Having a mixture of heritages is exciting. I am not just
one or the other, but I am all three of them. I celebrate
American, Indian and even Swedish holidays. I wear
the clothes, eat the food and so on. That makes me
who I am today!

Did you Know these Swedish facts?
• Dalamung is the Swedish flower
• Dalahest is the Swedish horse
• Kroner is the Swedish currency.
• Stockholm is the capital city
located on the Baltic Sea.
• A yellow apron, a blue jumper,
and white flowers make up the
My great-grandmother was born in a small town
Swedish national dress or the folkcalled Transtrand, which is located in the county of
dress. It represents the Swedish
Dalarna. It's in the northern part of Sweden, close to
flag's colors, which are blue and
the border, near Oslo, Norway. Salem is a place where yellow.
my mother and great-grandmother skied. Many people
• The traditional shoes of Sweden
from all over the country come to ski in Salem. It is ten
are hand-painted clogs.
miles away from my great-grandmother's house.
-Afrah Rahaman, 9, SwedishThe red house in the picture that sits on top of the
Indian-American, New Jersey.
hill is where my great-grandmother and grandmother
were born. My mother went to Transtrand during her
Match Words and Phrases!
spring break to ski with my great-grandmother. This
Red house went through many generations that have
Words can have multiple meanings. We use
come together to share both happy and sad occasions.
them to mean different things depending on
This house has the original wood stove and outhouse,
where we are and what we wish to express!
which were used by my grandmother when she was
1. NAME 2. Handicabs 3. Rio 4. Kyoto
little. The wood burning stove was used for heat in the
5. Casa Blanca 6. Chanoyu 7. francophone
winter. They would milk cows to get milk they needed.
8. Kwanzaa 9. Quiche 10. Flauta
They needed to get water from a nearby stream because
Try matching these with one or two phrases.
they had no running water in the house.

I am half-Indian and half-Swedish!

Sweden has very cold winters and cool summers.
During winters, my grandmother had to walk an hour
in knee-deep snow every morning to get to her one
room schoolhouse. One teacher taught all the eight
grades in one classroom.
My great-grandmother died in this house last summer, and my mother went to her funeral. The little red
house remains within the family. Everything remains
the same way my great-grandmother left it. One day,
I hope to go to Sweden, stay in that house and learn
more about my family history.
Even though I am Swedish and Indian, one other
heritage also makes me who I am. I am also American.
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* Taxicabs for handicapped people * City in Japan * flute * International global warming agreement * river * And Fame * City of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil * A crunchy, delicious, Mexican fried
food * City in Morocco * National Association
for Multicultural Education * The White House
in Washington, DC * African-American festival of
purpose, community spirit and faith * The Japanese Tea Ceremony * A pie with cheese and vegetables or meat * French speaking world outside
of France * A group of native people living in
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Guatemala and Mexico.
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One Summer Day, I Got a Piece of History
traditions like the caste system still exist
in our society. I have Jound out that they
can get in the Iflay oj progress. There
are many other traditions still practiced,
which I don't know enough about. My
language is Ielugu. Many languages are
spoken in India. Pretty much all the
Indian languages spoken today evolved
Jrom Sanskrit. We also have a wide range
ojgods and legends, epics and myths and
many religions.

One summer day,
my grandfather gave me
a small piece of history. It
was a part of something
that changed the whole
course of history. It was a
piece of the Berlin Wall.
The Berlin Wall
divided East Berlin (in
East Germany) and West
Berlin (which was part of
West Germany) after WW
II. East Germany was
ruled by a Communist
government and supported by the Soviet Union.
But the Germans did not like being divided!

"I dream oj a world that's very
advanced and developed quite well. It is
on the brink if destruction due to endless desert expanse and floods and other
natural disasters if we don't control our
destruction if nature. "

On 9 Nov. 1991, the East German government
opened the Berlin Wall. The next day, a huge number
of cheering East and West Germans broke it down in a
celebratory mood.
It's amazing how soon after the destruction of this
one wall, a huge number of governments in the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe changed hands as well as
their political systems. The destruction of the Berlin
Wall was a turning point in the Cold War and the history of the world.
Pieces of the Berlin Wall were picked up by collectors and sold as relics of history in gift shops. My
grandfather got it on a trip to Germany and gave it to
me as a special present.
When I look at my piece of the wall, I can imagine people taking hammers in the night and the Berlin
Wall crashing down. I think of all the people, young
people, working people, being shot when they tried to
climb over. I see images of the cold war-Vietnamese
machine guns, US tanks and nuclear missiles lifting off.
It is hard to believe a piece of that wall is sitting on
my wall in my bedroom.
-Pranav Buggana, 10, Hyderabad, India.
Pranava adds: "I was born in Chicago but my Jamily is
from Andhra Pradesh in India. I lived in the us. Jor seven
years. Hte moved back to India in the year 2004.

Seasons come seasons pass
Waves of sea crash at my feet
Yet I shall never fall
Stand alone I do, as high as I've ever been
I am the tallest peak, on the lowest floor
I am older than every man known on earth
Who never see my destruction
Stand alone I do, as high as I've ever been

Life is beauty
I share my view with the air and sky
Wind whips my shoulders bringing me snow
Stand alone I do, as high as I've ever been
Men climb to see what I see
To know what I know
They will never understand they will never grow
Stand alone I do, as high as I've ever been
Yet beauty is everywhere
Some in the woods some in the sea
But the cold crisp air is right for me
The mountains stand alone, as high as they've ever
been

"Our culture is really old and has a long history. Old
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-Zach Williams, high school student, Washington.
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Within the "Raindrop Elephant" painting, there is
symbolism tying the painting to human impact upon
our planet and global warming. The topic of global
warming has been analyzed extensively in the last 20
years, yet people have different views on the issue.
Everything in our planet contains life or assists in the
organic growth of an organism.
The painting is encased in a raindrop; water is what
planet Earth has to support life. Essentially, without
water, there is no existence.
The elephant within the raindrop is standing delicately, almost precariously on two thin lily pads above
the water, away from the flowering plant. Our actions
have a great weight on the world. Human beings also
must perch carefully, for we do not want to wet our
feet in the evolutionary pool, risking regression.
No Surgery, No Pollution
"I like my shape just the way it is, please
stop changing me!" -Earth
Art by Amanda Paige, 16, homeschooler, Florida.

The Japanese characters at the top left, meaning
stillness and tranquility, communicate peace between
humans and the environment, but also a wariness to
impact the world negatively. Stand still to think before
you act. The painting did not start out with such deep
views, yet evolved during the painting process.

Chinese Harletn Globetrotter
Grandpa Goo
could single-handedly defeat
Pistol Peter Maravich which means
he had some basketball talent!

-Kalia Bistolas, 14,Japanese American, Oregon.

He could shoot
one-hundred free throws in a row.

Listening to my Dad Play 'Just my Imagination"

He would outsmart his rivals, psyching them out,
looking one way and passing another,
jumping for a shot,
then passing the ball away.
There he wasall of five feet and five inches,
an ant mound compared to his opponents.

There is a single vibrant, red flower that symbolizes the beauty that our planet can support. It is up to
us, however, to preserve this beauty and leave it undisturbed to flourish in its own time. The flower is a water
lily, a plant that can rise above the muddy waters to
reach high for survival.

The ivory moon rises from the never ending horizon,
the bright stars flashing their light above our house on
Kapahu Street.

:t:J J

The gentle rain makes a river on my street.
Dad is one of the best singers I've known
when he sings songs by the 7emptations
and Earth, Wind, and Fire.

He blazed past his defenders with ease
and finishing his full-court drive,
a three-sixty degree
between the leg
slam dunk.
-Ryan Goo,grade 12, Hawaii.
Jan. - Feb. 2008

The dense clouds create pictures of
musical notes on the dark sky.

I always sing along in the garage: "Just
my imagination running away from me."
-Quincy Makaawaawa, 10, Hawaii.
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Idle Not Waste Not!

A Comfortable Present or a Healthy Future?

With winter weather in full swing, comfort and
ease increasingly become a priority for many people
and their families. Puttering minivans and SUVs can
be seen running motionlessly in driveways; shielding
against the cold mornings and chilled air. Kids sit snugly in their seats and parents wait patiently at the steering wheel for the engine to warm up before heading
out for school, sports activities and other errands.
This may seem like a common routine for many.
But believe it or not, there is a very serious and very
real downside to these seemingly harmless habits. So
what exactly are we sacrificing for these comforts that
so many of us take for granted? What are the consequences of those few extra moments of warmth for
our children and ourselves? The answers may not seem
evident now, but the way in which many of us use our
vehicles may have frightening effects on the next generation of children and teenagers. Cars running even at
a standstill put out just as much smog into the environment as a moving car. Cities located in valleys or with
lowered geographical locations are hit the hardest with
this type of pollution. Surrounding mountains keep
fuel emissions hovering over valleys long after the exit
from the exhaust pipes of cars and trucks. It's not hard
to imagine what this means for the inhabitants of these
cities and towns. Pollutants caused by fuel emissions
can injure health, harm the environment and even
cause property damage. The Environment Protection
Agency has identified six major pollutants (Carbon
Monoxide, Lead, Nitrogen Dioxide, Ozone, Particulate
Matter and Sulfur Dioxide) that contribute to smog.
All of these pollutants are present in urban areas, but
in excess, human health can be adversely affected and
very serious health problems can occur. For instance,
particulate matter that hangs in the air due to pollution can affect breathing, aggravate existing respiratory and cardiovascular disease,
alter the body's defense systems
against foreign materials and
damage lung tissue, contributing to cancer and even premature death. Children, as well as
elderly people and asthmatics
are the most sensitive to the
effects of particulate matter.
The members of our society
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that we care for and value the most unfortunately are
getting the short end of the stick. Although many of
us do not realize it, those few minutes of extra comfort
gained by warming up our cars in the morning comes
at the cost of others health and well-being.
We a~e a society that values our youth. We support
our children readily and only want the best for them.
Whether it concerns education, sports or careers, our
youth are supported in so many ways that such a serious issue as pollution adversely affecting their health
and futures should not be ignored. Without a healthy,
safe environment for our next generation to live in,
careers and futures don't matter. We are digging ourselves into a deeper and deeper hole. Hopefully it won't
take a drastic or tragic event to make people realize the
seriousness of the threat that fuel emissions and smog
pose to our environment, and in turn to our children.
Until we can break these habits that are having such a
serious impact on our future and collectively take the
steps to curb these effects, we are stuck at a standstill.
Granted, many people cannot afford to stop driving
a car in this day and age. So, if we do choose to drive,
let's make conscious decisions about where we need to
go and plan our routes to minimize driving time and
thus cut down on fuel emissions. On cold mornings,
we don't need to warm up the engine for long. We can
put on a warm coat or jacket instead. By doing this we
reduce the amount of smog we put into the air, and
also save energy and money. For short distances, consider walking or riding a bike. That way, we'll save on
gas, reduce fuel emissions, and it's great for our health.
With the proper mind set, the benefits of being more
environmentally-conscious far outweigh the negatives.
So the next time you need to go out by car, think
"NO IDLING."Think how those few minutes of extra
warmth and comfort will affect our future. It may take
a majority to make a change,
but it takes an individual to start
that change.
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-Sam Gehrke, high school
senior, Oregon.
Visit: Orego ntaxies. org for their
"Turn Your Key, Be Idle-Free"
campaign for a cleaner air and
healthier children.
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An Unconventional Hobby
Finally, its summer, and school's out. Kids no
longer have to deal with the heavy burden of
homework and its intrusion of their lifestyles. But,
as summer nears, a lot of kids are drawing a blank
of what to do over the summer and often have to
resort to the cliches: watching TV, video games and
maybe add a little reading, too. But, I know what
I'm going to be doing
all this summer: cycling.
For many of us,
cycling may bring to
mind Lance Armstrong
and his fight with cancer or maybe the ongoing Floyd Landis doping trial. But you don't
need to be an internationally famous seven
time Tour de France
winner, and you definitely don't need to
take steroids to cycle.
However, I can also
relate to being swayed
by popularized cycling,
but not as widely famed
as Lance Armstrong. In
fact, I got into cycling
because of a local race
we have in my hometown of Bloomington, Indiana. The race is called
the Little 500, a miniature cycling version of the
Indy 500, a race car race in Indianapolis, the capital
of Indiana. The Little 5, as we call it, is 100 miles
long. Sororities, the ones with the Greek letter
names, each have teams that train year round to
compete in the relay race. I remember watching
the Little 5 and the cyclists zoom around the track
thinking, "Wow, look at those guys go" and "I want
to be just like them."
By now, a few months after watching the Little
5 race, my cycling interest has grown exponentially, and cycling is a major part of my lifestyle. I
wouldn't say I "live and breathe" cycling, but it is
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a pretty important hobby of mine. Now I've gotten a road bike, the ones with the handlebars that
curve down and the thin wheels. You can also
see people riding road bikes along the side of the
road, especially in a college town. I try to ride
mine at least every other day, for recreation and
an intense sport. I've read a few books about bicycling, the basics and how
to train more efficiently,
so I can make the most
of the time on my bike,
even if afterwards I feel
totally exhausted and end
up being drenched with
sweat.
Besides using cycling
to keep myself in shape,
I also use it as a form of
stress relief. It's definitely nice to just get away
from a busy lifestyle or
a hard day and just get
on your bike and ride for
a few minutes on a cool
summer night. The wind
rushing past you, the
smell of freshly cut grass
in the air, the chirping of
crickets and the steady
rhythm of your pedaling,
all is very serene and calming.
I've had a lot of "flash in the pan" hobbies:
knitting, photography and catching ladybugs, but I
think cycling is a hobby that I will keep for a long
time. It's challenging, calming and just plain fun.
-Max Zhou, 13, Indiana. Max adds: "You might have
noticed the weird last name; I'm Asian, technically AsianAmerican, but I usually talk and can only write in English.
II

Did You Know That:
• Athletes everywhere are getting ready for the Summer
Olympics to be held in Beijing, People's Republic if China.
• Many athletes are even training for the 2012 Summer
OlympiCS which will be in London, United Kingdom.
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The Decision
All my life I was considered the dork or the
loser, but yesterday I received an invitation to my first
boy/ girl party. I had gone fourteen years without ever
being invited to a party before. The party was only a
few short hours away. I had to make sure that I didn't
mess up my one change to make friends. My outfit was
all planned out and I was ready for anything, or so I
thought.

Forgive and forget
The hate for differences
The past holds regret
Unjust prejudices
Acquiesce and learn
The specialty in all
Change as we yearn
History we recall

That night at the party, everything was going great.
I was making good conversation and getting along
with everybody. Then, one of my friends pulled me to
the side and asked if I wanted a drink. At first I thought
he meant a soda or punch, but he was talking about
beer. I got nervous really fast. I started sweating and felt
like I was gasping for air. I didn't know what to do. I
was only fourteen. I knew the right decision, but if I
said no would my friends think I'm a wimp or chicken? I certainly didn't want to go back to being teased
and called names. After minutes, which felt like hours
of standing in the corner, contemplating with myself
what I should do, I came to a decision.

Delve deeper to know
We're equal beneath skin
Crimson blood shall flow
Revealing all a kin
Hand in my hand
And soul in soul
Effort to understand
Till we reach our goal
Revere and not fear
A culture unknown
Show to be sincere
Care for as our own

I stood up tall, took a deep breath and said, "no"
to my friend. To my surprise, it was a lot easier than I
thought it would be, and I knew my parents would be
so proud of me. I called them on my cell phone and
told them what happened. Like I thought, they were
very proud of my decision they were coming to pick
me up because they didn't feel comfortable leaving me
a party where drinking was going on.

Let hatred not echo
Seeping to tomorrow
To mend and start now
With today's young people
-VJ-endy Li, 15, California, adds:
"1 was born in the Hunan Province oj China.
I like to get involved in my community. 1 am trying
any way 1 can to make an impact on our society Jor
the better, either through writing, speaking, or through
my actions. The environment is very important to me.
I recycle and volunteer weekly to help my community.
1 want to own a hybrid car to save on gasoline and
help the environment at the same time. I analyze
everything. There's more to me than anyone can ever
know, even my parents. 1 think about everything. I
enjoy having deep conversations but also having Jun.
On the ol/tside, 1 am more oj a crazy, clueless girl.
That's just how 1 am in Jront oj people. 1 am very
opO! about my Jeelings, especially through my writing. I'm not afraid to show vulnerability by sharing
my thoughts with others.

-Mark Leibensperger, 13, Pennsylvania.

Happy NewYearl
Sretna Nova Godina * N uovo Anno Felice
* Feliz Ano Novo * Feliz Ano Nuevo *
Bonne Annee * Yeni Yiliniz kutlu olsum
* An N ou Fericit * 3 HOBjiliM POKOM!
* Szczesliwego Nowego Roku * Frohes
Neues Jahr * Manigong BagongTaon *
c1./~ ~ dL

• JJT~tR. • ~ ~ •

Can you guess which languages these are?

}J
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Celebrate Light in the Dark
Dried fruits and
Would your
nuts
represent prosparents allow you
perity for the days
to stay up past your
ahead, while waterbedtime to celebrate
melon and rubylight? In Persian
red pomegranate
culture, it is not
seeds
are meant to
only permitted but
keep you healthy in
encouraged, at least
the wintertime and
once a year. Iranian
bring liveliness and
families celebrate
joy. The sweet and
winter solstice, or
warm halva helps
the longest night of
overcome winter's
the year, by opencold.
ing their homes to
Yalda
Celebration
Spread
families and friends
The winter feast
and enjoying a scrumptious feast, while honoring continues when the oldest family member gathers
an ancient ritual.
all the visitors and recites poetry, tells fortunes and
Shab-e- Yalda has been celebrated by Iranians for stories. Afterwards, he or she says prayers, thanking
more than 3,500 years. Shab means night and yalda God for the previous year's blessings and for prosmeans birth. This age-old observance symbolizes perity in the coming year. Families play music, te~
the victory of the sun over darkness (the birth of jokes and enjoy the extended evening.
the sun out of the womb of the longest night signifying the victory of light over darkness) since the
days following December 21 grow longer and the
nights, shorter.
To survive this long and cold night, the first
thing Iranians do is warm up their homes. Since
there was no electricity in ancient times, Persians
kept warm by cuddling next to the korsi, an old
Persian oven consisting of a wooden box filled with
coal. They also burned small fires all night, thinking
it would chase away the darkness and evil spirits.
Today, Iranians turn on heaters, fireplaces and light
candles.
No Persian celebration is ever complete without mouth-watering foods. The traditional table
spread for Shab-e- Yalda includes yummy eggplant
stew with lush saffron rice, chicken and yogurt.
After dinner, Iranians continue to please their appetites by eating chopped watermelon, pomegranates,
dried fruits and nuts. Some families serve the sweet
halva. The food items are not only satisfying but
symbolic.
Jan. - Feb. 2008

Iranians grow excited as December 21 creeps
up on the calendar. Grocery stores display signs
advertising watermelon and pomegranates, while
newspapers print front-page photos of the celebration from past years. School kids run home like
jaguars to complete their homework and await
sundown to begin the unique celebration.

Shab-e- Yalda is brief but glorious. It is a time
when Iranians reflect on the previous year and
share nothing but hope for the days to come. So
the next time you suffer from the winter blues, just
light a candle and know that the sun will eventually
shine.

-Celia Taghdiri, Iranian-American, California.
People in various cultures and countries
have different times oj the year to celebrate new
year. For example: The Chinese (ilinar) New Year
will be celebrated on February 7 this year. Many
Central Asian countries celebrate Nav Ruz, the new
year on Spring Equinox, March 20th this year.
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A Christlnas Gift
It

was the afternoon
of Christmas Eve, and the
city lay thick with snow
in freezing air. But Curt
sat on the porch swing,
looking at nothing, wearing his big parka.
Suddenly he heard the front door open and
Grandpa Dailey came out, pulling on his own coat.
He sat down next to Curt. ''I'm kinda surprised
to see you out here," he said, smiling gently. "Since it's
Christmas Eve and all."
Curt gave him a tight smile but said nothing.
"Pretty cold," Grandpa Dailey said. "Like my brother used to say, colder than a brass toilet in the Yukon."
Curt couldn't help laughing at that. Grandpa Dailey
moved a little closer to him on the swing. "Maybe
something's bothering you, eh?" he asked softly.
Curt looked out at the cold yellow-gray sky, where
the sun was fading in the west. "Grandpa," he asked,
"why does there always have to be wars?"
Grandpa Dailey looked out at the sky too. "That's a
hard question, Curt. Why do you ask?"
Suddenly Curt felt like crying, but he held it in.
"It's just that I keep seeing all the stuff on the news.
Shooting and bombs-sometimes they show people
that are wounded or killed and stuff. I wish ... I didn't
know about it."
Grandpa Dailey leaned forward, resting his elbows
on his knees. Then he straightened up and looked at
Curt. "Let me tell you a story," he said.
"I was in the Korean War. Maybe you never heard
about that one. The South Koreans were fighting the
North Koreans, and then the Chinese came to help the
North Koreans and the U.S. and other countries helped
the South Koreans ... It was a big war. A bad one.
"Lots of people were hurt or killed, Curt. But
I want to tell you about this one time-see, it was
Christmas day. But in war there aren't any holidays,
so my unit had to go on patrol. You know, go out and
scout around, see if any enemy were coming. So we got
up and ate, and then got going.
"It was freezing cold that winter-Korea's pretty
far north, so the winters are bad sometimes. Especially
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when you're olltside most of the time. But that day was
one of those days that come every once in a while-nice days, you know? It was warmer, and sunny. We
were all exhausted, and we were always worried-but
it was a nice day. Still, like our sergeant said-You can
get killed on a nice day. So be careful.
"It was my turn to be on point. That means you go
out in front of everybody else-to see what's up. We
came to a forest and started moving through it-there
were 10 of us-and I was out ahead, moving through
the trees and then following the slope downhill. I was
maybe two football fields in front of my guys-going
extra quiet, looking all around, my rifle ready.
"Suddenly I came to an open place, the grass all
yellow-and looking out from the trees I saw a soldier.
He was Chinese--I knew it right away, by his uniform.
My heart just went cold inside me. But then I realized
what was going on. He was on patrol-he was the
point man for his unit, or maybe a scout. But the thing
was, he was relaxing for a bit. His rifle was propped up
against the low boulder he was sitting on.
"I knew why. Because it was a beautiful warm
day, and the sun was getting higher and warmer, and
the birds were singing-and for a moment he wanted
to forget about war and just be alive. I watched as he
leaned back and closed his eyes, feeling the sun on his
face.
"I knew how he felt, because I felt it too. And suddenly I was happy, because I knew I could capture him.
Which meant I wouldn't have to shoot him, and he
wouldn't have to shoot me. So I crept forward, pointing
my rifle at him, and when I was really close I shouted
out the Chinese word for surrender.
"His eyes flew open, he saw me, and he put
his hands up. So I came over and took his gun, and
motioned for him to sit on the ground. But even
though he was now a prisoner, I could see him let his
breath out.
"Like before, I knew why. He was feeling just what
I was feeling. He was happy-because he hadn't been
shot. Just like I was happy not to have to shoot him.
"I knew my buddies would be coming up in a
bit, so I squatted down to wait. And then-I'm not
sure why-maybe because it was Christmas, and I was
so lonely for home, for your grandmother and your
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mom-she was just a baby then. But I pulled out my
wallet and I showed him my pictures.
"There was one of your grandma and me, and
another one of her holding your mom, and then some
more of my folks and my brothers and sisters. He
looked at them all, smiling at me. Then he pulled out
pictures too. One was of him with two older people,
and he looked like them, so I figured they were his parents. One was him with some school friends, on a playground, when he was a kid-he wasn't too old even
then, probably still a teenager. Another was of a pretty
young woman. I smiled at him, we pointed, talked a
little even though we couldn't understand each other.
"Then I heard my unit coming out of the trees, so
we put the pictures away, and we took him back to our
base."
It was quiet for a while. Curt didn't say anything.
Somewhere off in the distance a truck passed along a
main street.
"You know, Curt-that was maybe the best
Christmas present I ever got. I still think about it. You
know why I liked it so much?"
"Because you didn't have to fight?" Curt said.
"Yes, that's right. But it's more too. It made me
realize that most people don't want to fight. They don't
want war. People just want to be people."
Curt smiled at his grandfather and sat forward
on the swing. "Grandpa," he said excitedly, "do you
think he's in China today, right now? I guess he'd be a
grandpa, maybe. Maybe he got married to that girl in
the picture ... "
Grandpa laughed. "Makes perfect sense," he said,
putting his arm around Curt. "They had to let him go
when the war ended. Maybe he's sitting somewhere
with his grandson right now, like we are, talking about
things. It's close to New Year's over there, which is a big
holiday for them. And maybe he's telling his grandson
about me, and his grandson is wondering about you!"
Curt smiled. They both leaned back in the swing.
"Well," Grandpa Dailey said, "I could smell pumpkin pie as I came out-and I think your mom's ready
to hang the stockings. It's a big night.You ready?"
"Yeah, Grandpa," Curt said, standing up to go in. "I
love Christmas!"

Maasai Gaines
The bishop slides along
Captures a knight
A white bishop of plastic
The knight painted black
On a board of squares
Black and white
And the Maasai man
Miles away
His trembling fingers grasp worn pebbles
Sprinkling them throughout the board
A board for mancala, a board made of pits
Holes scooped out of the parched earth
Tall, majestic oak conceals the huddled figure
Hidden from searching eyes
The count is over
Whether he is ready or not
Here they come
And the Maasai brothers
Miles away
Dash behind a batch of brush
Run to safety of the gentle cow
Or be tagged
"Captured by the enemy"
Sambwen, the hide-and-seek of the Maasai
Vivid, red bouncing ball
Metal jacks, with their pointed arms and
rounded centers
And the Maasai child
Miles away
Tosses the smooth, rounded stone
Grabs for the jagged ones in the sand
Catches the rock, picks up a few others
Winner ofJackstones
And the Maasai people
Miles away
Play their skillful games
So different from ours
And still so alike!
-Kathy Wong, 12, New Jersey.

-Tim Myers, songwriter, storyteller & teacher, California.
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Noteworthy North.East.West.South.
• Healthy Lunches at Schools, Hot Items?

• Hurricanes Impact Gulf Coast Forests

Students are taking note of the downside of junk food.
A study by the University of Minnesota says that students are more likely to select fresh fruit as a side to
their lunch than they are to grab potato chips. This is a
contrast to previous studies, which concluded that students liked fatty foods. America has often been chided
for its obesity and health issues, but with this new generation of informed youth, a change could be about
to happen. Kids are open to healthy foods. While this
could be bad news for fast food companies and candy
vendors, it's great news for the heart and body.

Hurricanes Katrina and Rita have impacted the forests
in Mississippi and Louisiana. Over 300 million trees
were seriously damaged or uprooted due to the high
winds and water-logging from the floods, according
to new satellite images. The decomposition and lack
of photosynthesis will add significantly to the greenhouse gases, over 1 billion tons! Some experts see it as
the worst environmental disaster in the U.S. since the
Exxon Valdez oil spill and the greatest forest destruction in modern times.

• Recycling makes sense but can you imagine a
world with no waste whatsoever? Some businesses
have taken the plunge only to find that the results are
both profitable and good for the environment. So, next
time you're reaching for a throw-away product, think
again! Is there a reusable, earth-friendly alternative?

issue that members of "Food Not Bombs" in Orlando,
Florida, like many others in 175 communities around
the country, distribute free food to anyone wanting it
in the city's public park. But the city officials passed a
law restricting the practice of sharing food in downtown parks. The group has challenged the constitutionality of the ordinance. What do you think? Should
city parks be places just for family and friends' picnics and
ice cream carts? Or, can they be a public space where you can
share food for free with anyone you choose?

• Health Concerns in Punjab, India
A two-year study, commissioned by the Punjab
Pollution Control Board, found DNA mutations in
blood samples from 65 percent of the subjects and
high levels of toxic chemicals such as mercury and
arsenic in tap water in the northwestern province of
Punjab, a major producer of grains in India. Further
investigations are underway to see if agricultural and
industrial practices are responsible for the problem.

• Journal of Geophysical Studies has published a study
that claims the ocean's CO 2 absorption, a major natural carbon sink, has halved during the last decade!
It All Started on a Bus!

On December 1, 1955, Rosa Parks helped change
the course of American history with her refusing to
obey discriminatory laws that treated Blacks as second class citizens. Ms. Parks was honored with the
Congressional Medal of Honor in 1999. To observe
the 52nd anniversary of her heroic protest aboard
that city bus in Montgomery, Alabama, the Lane
County Transit District in Eugene, Oregon, reserved
a front seat on all its buses on December 1, 2007.
LTD will also install a bronze statue of Rosa Parks at
its Downtown Transit Station, just in time for the U.S.
Olympic Trials to be held this summer in Eugene.

• Yes! Magazine reports in their Winter 2008

• Venus: Earth's Twin?
Venus, with an atmosphere 100 times denser and
temperatures 900 degrees hotter than Earth's, shares
something in common with Earth. Recent discovery
confirms frequent cloud-to-cloud lightning, which is
common on our planet. An European space probe's
magnetic antenna picked up the readings, validating
a speculation held by scientist since a NASA probe
in 1978 reported signs of electrical activity in Venus's
atmosphere. This new information is exciting because
lightning affects atmospheric chemistry and could
provide the spark of life in primordial ooze.

• A recent study suggests spirituality is a much
larger part of a child's happiness than for adults.
Mark Holder, a psychology professor in British Columbia, Canada, and a co-worker recently tested 315
children to learn how much of their happiness can be
attributed to their spirituality. Spirituality's share was
more than one-fifth for children. (For adults, it's only
five percent.) For the kids, spirituality was about feeling that a greater being, god or spiritual force were
playing a meaningful role in their individual lives.
[Excerpted from various newspapers and other news sources.}
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Pe:n. Pal. Le-t-ters -to Foreign.. Cou..n..-tries
Learn. all the

countries and capitals in the
whole world? Yes, in the course of our 5th grade geography class, that has always been our assignment. But
this year, one student asked, "Why not write a letter to
someone in every country in the world?" After finding
out that the total number of countries is 196, we started
collecting addresses.
Each week we had
a letter writing session,
where each student took
a name and address,
which we had collected
from friends and families
far and wide. After telling about our project, we
asked them to write back
and share with us directly what their people and
their country are like.
Responses were
amazing and often accompanied by photos, booklets
and stamps. By the end of the year, we had received
more than one hundred letters and heard from over 50
countries! This year we're continuing to write.
A sampling from our International Letters Scrapbook:
"I am a nine-year-old student. Good you are
studying geography, the same thing that we are doing.
Philippines is home to 7,107 islands and many different
endangered animals. I don't want to go anywhere."
"There is a bridge from New Brunswick to Prince
Edward Island. The toll to use this 12 mile bridge is
$40 per car! ... Boys of all ages are playing hockey in ice
rinks now. "
"It is a wonderful idea to make friends across the
world. Like all the people in the world, I like my country, Azerbaijan, which represents a miniature model of
our planet due to the variety of national conditions."
"There are many countries and peoples in the world.
God created them all. They all know what it means to
be loved and to live in peace. My country is Nigeria, in
U'est Africa. God's blessing. "
"My name is Petur Davidsson. We live in Akureysi,
Iceland. We have heated swimming pools where we
learn to swim. It gets dark at 3:00 PM in winter."
Jan. - Feb. 2008

"We have lived in Arequipa, Peru, for almost 40
years. It is almost 8,000 feet altitude. Most mountain
people speak Qllechlla and are known as Qllechllas.
They are descendents of the ancient Inca Empire."
"Greetings from Damascus! Here is a recipe you
might try for a salad called Fattoush. Children here
go to a French school, so
in addition to English
and Arabic, they speak
French. They love basketball and roller blading."
"My country, Turkey,
IS about 8,000 miles
away from you. [It's] a
bridge between Europe
and Asia and very
near to Middle East.
Unfortunately very near
to war in Middle East.
Turkey is a Muslim country but we are not Arabian.
Istanbul, where I live, is right on two continents,
Europe and Asia."
"Greetings from Sudan. U'e have learned through
the suffering of the people that an important part of
being human is to try to see that no one suffers alone,
that no pain goes unnoticed and that no pain is without meaning. Together with you, we pray for and work
toward the vision of a single sacred community to which
all creation is called."
"I am a priest in northern Nigeria. It is now in the
cold season; our people are harvesting their sorghum."
And, this letter by Ban Nam Khen, of a Thai village
that was hit by the Asian Tsunami in December 2005:
"The other evening we went with Sa to the
memorial wall, where the name of her beloved grandfather is written. Sa put an orchid by his name, and we
sat there with lanterns and sang. "
This was a mind-stretching experience for all of
us as we checked our mailboxes for what might arrive
next! For us, learning about countries is about real
people and new friends!

Feel free to contact the Fifth & Sixth graders at Maple Ridge
School, 10 Hellbrook Lane, Ulster Park NY 12487 USA.
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Use Another Word

Also for Parents

&

Teachers

Campaign to Eliminate Disrespeciful LAnguage
At Springfield High School, the bell between
third and fourth period rings and 1,450 students pour
through classroom doors into crowded hallways. The
students congregate,joke and jostle with one another.
Michael, a sophomore wearing headphones and a
blue sweatshirt, knocks into Chris's backpack, and Chris
calls out, "Watch it, fag!"

Then the students got the campaign rolling. They
ordered colorful buttons that read 'Use Another Word.'
Also, they wrote a pledge that students could sign.
The students wanted to give a simple and clear
message: If you're being disrespectful, you're acting the
fool. The ability to say, "Use another word, please" gave
power and support to students who don't usually have
a voice-young people who are offended but may not
want to say anything out of fear of repercussions. A
critical mass formed at the school, which made it safe
for anyone to speak up.

An English teacher standing in her doorway overhears the disrespectful language. She sighs, thinks about
interrupting the student banter and then smiles, as she
realizes she doesn't need to say anything. Is this a typical
high school in the USA? Is
the teacher ignoring what's
going on in the hallway?
'Use Another UiJrd'
No. This is Springfield
High School, in Springfield,
Oregon, USA, where the students lead the "Use Another
Word" campaign.
A third boy, uninvolved,
hears what happened. "Hey,
Michael," he says, "use another word, please, okay?"

I

am signing this pledge to
stop the use of language that is racist, sexist, able-ist,
homophobic or is offensive and derogatory to any
other student, teacher, staff member or administrator at Springfield High School. I will accomplish
this goal by wearing my 'Use Another Word' button
and encouraging other students to sign the pledge
and become aware, like I have, that the words I
choose do affect other people and the overall environment in the school. I will also consider becoming involved in the Student Advisory Committee
and help to make SHS a safe and diverse place.

At this diverse, suburban campus, students took
the lead to help improve the
Signed:
school's climate by decreasing
the use of disrespectful language. The Student Advisory
Committee at the school knew that they had a voice in
what happened at the building level. "If you don't like
what is going on, you have to find solutions, not just
complain," said their advisor, Ms. Carmen Gelman.

First, the student leaders took data on the kinds
of disrespectful language they heard in the hallways.
During the two weeks of tallying, the students heard a
Iot 0 f d'Isrespectfiu I Ianguage, mc Iu dmg: 84 racist comments; 30-40 sexist comments; 30-40 able-ist comments; and 50-60 homophobic comments.

When you hear a degrading word from another
person,just react with the simple phrase:
"Please use another word!"
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Pledge

_

An important benefit of the program is
that it has given students
a positive experience
in social activism. This
group of young people,
with the support of the
adults around them,
changed things for the
better. Their actions had
a visible impact on their
own world, and like ripples spread from a pebble thrown in a pond,
people in the community started to talk about
it. They discussed the
power of language, and
the topic of disrespectful

language rose to the surface.
N ow they know, from experience, that Margaret
Mead was correct when she said, "Never doubt that
a small group of thoughtful, committed people can
change the world."
-

Prof Nancy MeltzojJ Pacific University, Oregon.

• No Name-Calling Week aan. 21-25) offers
activities aimed at stopping name-calling and bullying in schools.Visitnonamecallingweek.org.
• Please see the BookShelf page for reviews if teaching
resources such as Please Stop Laughing at Us.
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Rickshaw Girl by Mitali Perkins, illus. Jamie Hogan
(Charlesbridge). Naima is the best artist in her village, winning every year at the International Mother
Language Day with her paintings. Yet what she would
really like to do is to earn money for her family. While
her close friend, Saleem, can drive his father's rickshaw,
girls are restricted to housework in the community. This
book follows Naima as she discovers how girls can be
just as useful as boys. Ages 8 - 12. ISBN: 978-1-58089308-4.
Tasting the Sky: A Palestinian Childhood by Ibtisam
Barakat (FSG). The true story of the author's childhood,
Tasting the Sky recounts what it was like living in the
shadow of war as a young Palestinian girl. Set within the
timeline of the Six-Day War, Ibtisam and her family are
forced from their home and must flee as refugees from
Israeli forces. This book chronicles the changes that war
brings in Ibtisam's life and the devastating forces of war
in general. 15 and up. ISBN-13: 978-0-374-35733-7.
Great Peacemakers: Irue Stories From Around The
World by Ken Beller & Heather Chase (LTS Press). From
Mother Theresa to the Dalai Lama, this book explores
the stories of people who have peacefully worked to
make a difference in the world. Winner of the 2007
International Peace Writing Award, this is a book that
inspires and teaches. ISBN: 978-1-4243-2355-5.
My Imaginary Friend by Shirley Ann Povondra
& Kathryn Andrew (Llumina Kids). Written with the
intent of reaching out to children who are abused and
molested, this book tells the story of a little girl and her
imaginary friend. The little girl has a hurtful stepfather
and doesn't tell anyone. It isn't until she meets a princess
that she finally feels ready to share her situation with an
adult. Ages 6-11. ISBN: 978-1-59526-669-9.
Karna: The Greatest Archer in the World by Vatsala
Sperling, illus. Sandeep Johari (Bear Cub Books). Karna
introduces the Western readers to a heroic character
from Mahabharata, the ancient Indian Epic. Karna,
abandoned by his royal mother soon after the birth,
was adopted by a charioteer family. We learn how he
must face the issues of right and wrong, truth and lies,
loyalty and abandonment in his hard life. A skillful
retelling of an old story! ISBN: 978-1591430735.
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The Third Eye by Mahtab Narsiman (Dut/durn
Press). Full of heavy allusions to Indian mythology, this
book follows Tara, a young Hindu girl, and her quest
to find her mother and grandfather. A year after their
disappearance, a healer named Zarku comes to replace
Tara's grandfather in their village. While everyone else
quickly falls victim to the magic of Zarku's third eye,
Tara is not so fooled and begins a battle against it.
Ages 10-15. ISBN: 978-1-55002-7501.

For Parents

&

Teachers

True Or False? Tests Stink! by Trevor Romain
& Elizabeth Verdick (Free Spirit). For every student
who has ever felt a pang in their stomach at the word
"test," this is the book for them. With great advice
and humorous illustrations, the authors use the book
in advising students and scholars alike on how to ace
their next exam. ISBN: 1-57542-073-2.
2008 World Diversity Calendar (Oriston). In
ten different languages, this calendar includes national, civic and religious holidays for 190 nations and
every major religion. Full color and photos. www.
WorldDiversitycalendar.com.

The Line Between Us by Bill Bigelow (Rethinking
Schools) offers an in-depth look into immigration
from Mexico to the U.S. Exploring the history of
U.S.-Mexico relations, the roots of Mexican immigration and the drama of border life. The Line Between Us
offers stories and teaching plans on a global economic
view of the immigration issue. Intended for teachers,
adult educators and community organizers, the book
is suitable for middle school age and up. ISBN-13:
978-0-942961-31-7.
Please Stop Laughing at Us by Jodee Blanco
(Benbella Books). An inspirational story about one
woman's crusade to put an end to the bullying epidemic in our schools and society. As a survivor of
peer abuse in school, Ms. Blanco offers workable
solutions. This should be required reading for middle
school students to adults in all walks of life. We can
all learn from her suffering. ISBN: 1-933771-29-8.
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Let's Go Places:
Place Names with Mystery and Magic
Often place names, all around the world, cover a whole
spectrum of human experiences, histories and cultures. Some of
the most col01ul, humorous and picturesque names you may
find right here in the us. For example,

• Toast, North Carolina. Supposedly, a high school
principal, Mr. McLead, thought up this name while
grocery shopping in 1927.
• Last Chance, Colorado. This town was named in
1926 by two people wanting to warn drivers that their
gas station was the last one for 100 miles east or west.
• Cookie Town, Oklahoma. This town owes its name
to a store owner who gave cookies to his customers.
• Rough and Ready, California. This name comes
from Gold Rush prospectors who served under
General Zachary Taylor, who was nicknamed "Old
rough and ready."
• Peculiar, Massachusetts. The first postmaster of this
town wrote to the postmaster general in Washington,
nc., saying, "We don't care what name you give us, as
long as it is sort of peculiar."
• What Cheer, Idaho. It is a translation of an old
English and Welsh salutation, meaning "How are you?"
• Short Pump, Virginia. The name refers to a hand
pump with a shortened handle.
• Happy, Texas. The name comes from the nearby
watering place named Happy Draw, because it made
cowboys seeking water for their cattle, happy.
• Cut and Shoot, Texas. According to legend, this
name came from a statement made by a boy that he
was going to "cut around the corner and shoot through the
bushes in a minute" during a dispute in the community.
• Dime Box, Texas. Before the post office opened in
1877, people used to leave a dime in a box at Brown's
Mill to get a letter delivered.
While travelling as a Peace Corps volunteer in Jamaica,
T-#st Indies, I came across many fascinating townships whose
names were pregnant with mystery and history, such as:

• Labour-in-Vain-Savannah, Savannah Larmar Parish
on the west coast. A regular annual drought makes it
difficult for this town to grow crops.
• Shoe Myself Gate, St. Elizabeth Parish. The name
comes from the practice of poor people, not accustomed to wearing shoes, carrying them and putting
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them on just before entering the church in town.

• Try See, Parish of St. Ann. The site is said to have
been named by former slaves as part of the phrase "Try
and see what can be done."
• Put Together Corner. The town is named for the
custom of traders to stop here and organize their produce before going on to the weekly market in nearby
Mandeville.
• Good Morning Corner, Parish of St. Andrew.
Passers-by at this place are always greeted with a cheery
good morning.
• I No Call You No Come. This area is in the north
Cockpit country. In the early years of this colony, the
Maroons discouraged visitors. If the leader did grant
permission to enter, the visitor would be shown the
most inaccessible ways so that the visitor would give up.
• Feather Bed Lane, Parish of St. Catherine. The
lane was so rough that drivers would comment, "It is
anything but a feather bed."
• Far Enough, Parish of Clarendon. It seems that
a Scotsman was gifted this land and said it was "far
enough from courts and kings."
• Time and Patience. The persons to whom this
land was granted seem to have declared that "Time and
patience work wonders."
Many if these places are small towns and hamlets, with
populations under a thousand, and they may not be shown on
road maps. So, next time you are on the road with yourfamily
and friends, in your own country or elsewhere, you may wish
to explore the back roads and find out the origins of the places
you visit. Half the fun is to come across these places and listen
to the people weave their tales about their towns. It's like a
treasure hunt!
-Dr. Bhavani Manheim, anthropologist, Oregon.
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SUMMER IN
SIERRA LEONE

The year 2007 was of significance to me.
Ghana, Africa's first country to gain independence
from Great Britain, celebrated 50 years of nationhood. The Bicentenary of the Abolition of the
Slave Trade Act, passed in 1807 by the British parliament, was commemorated in Great Britain with
yearlong activities. So, in solidarity, I decided to
spend July in Sierra Leone-my birthplace. I had
initiated the Amaraia Municipal Primary School
library project two years ago, and I wanted an
update. More importantly, I wanted to visit my dad
and to celebrate, like Ghana, an important birthday.
In early July, I flew from New York to Sierra
Leone in West Africa. We landed at Lungi Airport
which is located on one arm of a peninsula, across
the harbor from Freetown the capital city. There
are normally two ways to reach Freetown: by
helicopter and by ferry. A fatal crash in June had
grounded all helicopters, so I was quite happy to
board the ferry.
Jan. - Feb. 2008

From across the Bay, the view of Freetown
is breathtaking. July and August, the wettest
months of the year, produce lush, tropical vegetation. Mountains rise from the sea, their summits
shrouded in an almost perpetual mist. Palm-studded
beaches along the shoreline are shaped like crescent
moons.
Historians claim that the words Sierra Leone
are Portuguese for 'Lion Mountains.' Around 1462,
Pedro da Cintra, a Portuguese explorer, arrived in
Freetown's harbor during the rainy season. The
shape of rugged mountains combined with thunder echoing through the valleys reminded him of
crouching, roaring lions. He named this tiny piece
ofAfrica, Sierra Leone.
Over the next several centuries, the Sierra
Leone peninsula was associated not only with the
traffic of African slaves but also with the repatriation of freed slaves. Consequently, the people
indigenous to the area were joined by former slaves
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blend of African languages and English, sprinkled
with Arabic, French, Portuguese and German.
In recent years, Sierra Leone has been in the
headlines, most notably for its brutal civil war. Two
movies, The Amistad, directed by Steven Spielberg
and Blood Diamonds, starring Leonardo DiCaprio,
have immortalized segments of its history.
Meanwhile, the country continues to recover from
the conflict that ended six years ago, and life for
most people has regained a semblance of normalcy.
The average citizen struggles for survival with basic
amenities like electricity and water rationed daily
in Freetown. Some roads and buildings, damaged
during the war, still suffer from neglect.
and their descendents. In the late 18th century,
free Blacks from England, America and Jamaica
returned to their ancestral continent. After 1807,
the population steadily increased. Captives rescued.
from outlawed slave ships by the British Navy
were liberated in Freetown, and Afro-West Indians
arrived to work for the British colonial government in Sierra Leone.
Interactions among the various groups may not
have been easy; however, the result is a lively mix
of people with origins from throughout West and
Central Africa. From the late nineteenth century
onwards, Sierra Leone became home to expatriates
from Europe, the Middle East, India and lately, East
Asia. English is the official language of administration, but most people speak Krio, a picturesque

During my stay the main preoccupation of its
citizens was the national elections scheduled for
August. Most people feared the possibility of more
unrest. Everyone seemed to have an opinion about
the three main candidates.Young and old were predicting the outcome. Placards with various party
slogans were pasted all around the city. Largerthan-life images of the candidates stared out at us
from posters mounted everywhere.
Early one afternoon, as an unusually light drizzle fell, I heard loud music coming from down the
street. I grabbed my camera and ran to an intersection at the bottom of our road. I arrived at a propitious moment. A political rally in support of the
Peoples Movement for a Democratic Change was
going by. A parade of supporters dressed in bright
orange cloth rode in cars or danced along to music
blaring from loudspeakers mounted atop vans.
I was fascinated most by merrymaking that
seemed at odds with lyrics of the song they were
playing. The hit song 'Injectment Notice' notifies
the ruling party that it will soon be ousted. Failed
promises and economic hardship can never achieve
a long-lasting peace, it states. Everywhere I went:
marketplace, taxis, cafes, friends' homes-someone was playing the song. All the political parties,
except the one in power, had adopted 'Injectment
Notice' as their theme song.
Each day I took advantage of the intermittent periods of dazzling sunshine that broke the
monotony of torrential rains. Cascades of water
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pounding the earth sounded like thunder. With
each downpour, major roads became shallow pools.
Perhaps, the city's ancient drainage system was
no match for a rainy season intensified by global
warming. It seemed absurd to me that there could
be a water shortage indoors while a flood raged
outdoors. And, I thought of people in Africa's
drought-stricken countries who would gladly have
changed places with us.
During one such lull in the rains, I ventured
out to visit the Amaraia Municipal Primary School
located in one of the oldest (and predominantly
Muslim) sections of the city. Three generations of
my family, all Christians, were educators in this
community. And, the old wooden house that was
my first home stands there to this day.
The government-run school was opened in
1899 with my great-grandmother as headmistress.
Students were on summer vacation, so I met only
with administrators. It was disappointing to find
that my project had not yet been completed. In
fact, the school appeared to need more of everything; lacking many of the basics I take for granted
in my New York City classroom. It seemed to
reflect the state of the city. Government funds
stretched to the limits or channeled to other priorities, bypassed public education.
The day of my departure approached. Despite
inconveniences and frequent drenching, I wished I
had planned to stay longer. Africa has that effect on
me. "Who knows?" I thought. "Maybe I will return
in December to witness the Amistad Freedom
Schooner sail into Freetown's harbor, the world's
third largest natural harbor." Sierra Leone is one of
nearly twenty stops the ship will make during an
eighteen-month Atlantic Freedom Tour. It will visit
all the major ports connected with the Triangular
Slave Trade. This is one way America is commemorating its own Bicentenary of the Abolition of the
Slave Trade Act passed in 1808.

associated with the silk cotton tree that stands in
the heart of Freetown, Sierra Leone. Undoubtedly
the most recognizable landmark in Sierra Leone's
capital city, the enormous cotton tree rises majestically to a height of about 120 feet. It towers above
rooftops, and dwarfs most buildings in its immediate surroundings. Its broad, leafY canopy provides
shade to both pedestrians and cars that circle a
roundabout at its base.
A member of the botanical family Bombacaceae
of the species Ceiba Pentandra, this particular tree is
a native of tropical rainforests. It is distinct because
it grows splendid in isolation. Only a few hundred
miles south of Freetown, Tiwai Island Wildlife
Sanctuary is home to giant silk cotton trees which,
in comparison, make Freetown's own seem like a
sapling.
-Cleopatra Blyden, educator, New York.

Freetown's Cotton Tree
Bat roost, witches hangout, ancient slave market, house of spirits, source of supernatural powers.
What do these labels all have in common? Fact or
fiction, real or imagined, these are just a few names
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